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What Is Next Normal?
“The Next Normal” is a term coined by McKinsey. It is based on the assumption that there is a before
and after; the period before COVID-19 and the new normal that will emerge in the post-viral era: the
next normal.
Before COVID-19, organizations were undergoing digital transformation, some at varying paces. As we
enter into the next normal, digital transformation is no longer a process or future end goal. It is
actually a need that will define how organizations will continue to survive in today’s new era.

SEA now has a total of 440M

users

internet

40M new internet users came online in

2021, bringing the internet penetration in SEA to
75%.

8 in 10 of these users have
purchased something online at least
once.

Adoption across digital
services is as strong in
2021 as it was at the onset
of the pandemic
Food delivery saw the most
substantial increase in
adoption and has quickly
become the most
penetrated service

8 in 10 digital consumers are
satisfied with their digital services
Increased satisfaction has a
positive effect on willingness to
spend

Digital services are now integral to everyday life in SEA and merchants
who want to thrive must meet the rising expectations of consumers
Top reasons why consumers stay or switch to alternative brands

Note: (1) Excludes ride-hailing, (2) Excludes online media streaming, (3) Excludes online media streaming and ride-hailing.

Top E-Commerce Trends and
Technology that are shaping the
future of E-Commerce

Trend 1

Rising Acquisition Costs force brands to foster long-term relationships
with their customers
Advertising costs are
skyrocketing across platforms

Direct-to-consumer competition
is rising

Brand building is helping attract
and retain customers

Digital advertising costs are eating
up marketing budgets, putting
performance marketing– heavy
customer acquisition models in
jeopardy.

Although retail business doors have
reopened, ecommerce sales aren’t
slowing, resulting in an influx of DTC
brands competing for customer
attention.

Businesses are overcoming the
competition by investing in brand
building, which increases customer
lifetime value, boosts conversion
rates in the short term, and attracts
out-of-market buyers in the long
term

Trend 2

New Commercial Opportunities emerge on the biggest Social
Platforms
Ecommerce is migrating to
social media platforms

Social platforms are presenting
new ways to engage customers

Video is making social
commerce more sociable

Ecommerce activity is congregating
on social media platforms, from
brand marketing to customer
service to shoppable advertising.

Diverse platforms and rapidly
evolving features lend themselves
to unique customer experiences,
encouraging brands to reimagine
consumer engagement.

Video is key to unlocking the power
of social commerce. Leading brands
are focusing on social-first
approaches like behind-the-scenes
livestreams, video consultations,
and personalized product
recommendations.

Trend 3

The post-pandemic customer journey will bring about the next
phase of Omnichannel Shopping
Brands are staying competitive
with omnichannel commerce

Consumers are connecting with
brands across multiple channels

Consumers expect consistency
across channels

To stay competitive, brands must
create experiences and build
relationships with their customers
that only omnichannel can offer.

Whether it’s online or offline,
consumer shopping expectations
and buying journeys have changed
and can start and end on any
channel.

To adapt to the next phase of
omnichannel, brands must provide
a consistent experience across
channels.

Other Top Trends
There will be a growing volume
of Voice Search
50% online users prefer using voice
assistants to buy products; what’s
more, another 25% users are likely
to use this technology in the future.

Leaning Towards Sustainability
Diverse platforms and rapidly
evolving features lend themselves
to unique customer experiences,
encouraging brands to reimagine
consumer engagement.

More Payment Methods reduce
cart abandonment
Credit cards were synonymous with
online payment for a long time.
However, the emergence of
payment modes like e-Wallets, bank
transfers, prepaid cards, cash on
delivery, and others alike compelled
e-Commerce platforms to integrate
these methods with their platform.

Key Takeways

Key Takeaway 1

Diversify your Advertising and Sales Channels to lower the Cost
of Acquisition
Invest in both short-term performance marketing and
long-term brand building
Experimenting with new channels like voice shopping,
connected TV, and messaging apps can act as a hedge
against digital advertising uncertainty.
Consider investing in niche channels with high
engagement.
Use marketplaces as both sales and marketing
channels

Key Takeaway 2

Create Live Commerce experiences tailored to Your Audience
Take advantage of special events like Eid, Pohela
Baishak, and Valentine’s Day, and host themed live
events that allow customers to shop in real time.
Livestream your product launches with QVC-style
product demonstrations or influencer-led product
recommendations.
Go behind the scenes with your consumers, giving
them a peek into how you make your products, how
they’re sourced, or how they’re styled
Make sure you have inventory available

Key Takeaway 3

The next phase of Omnichannel Commerce
Turn your retail store into a showroom to
improve brand discovery and awareness. Offer
in-store appointments
Completing the purchase online means you can
carry less inventory in your physical stores,
freeing up more space for experiential retail
and customer interactions.
The actual purchase may take place online with
showrooming, but if the consumer discovered
your product in store, you’ll want to make sure
the sale is attributed to your physical store.
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